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Abstract

The current avionics communication architecture has
recently arisen some limitations for meeting the emerging
requirements of new generation aircraft in terms of modu-
larity, weight and integration costs. In order to cope with
these limitations, an alternative avionics communication
architecture based on a multi-cluster embedded network
is proposed in this paper. The critical avionics subsystems
still are interconnected via the backbone network AFDX,
however the sensors and actuators are grouped to be in-
terconnected via CAN buses, independently of the associ-
ated avionics subsystems. The obtained clusters will be
interconnected via specific gateways to handle the het-
erogeneity between the AFDX and CAN buses. This pa-
per focuses first on the relevant aspects of our proposal
and the offered real time guarantees required by critical
avionics applications. Then, since an efficient bandwidth
consumption is inherently important to guarantee an easy
incremental design process, an optimized gateway design
with a new frame packing strategy is proposed and evalu-
ated in our context.

1 Motivations and Related Work

The complexity of avionics communication architec-
ture is increasing rapidly due to the growing number of in-
terconnected subsystems and the expansion of exchanged
data quantity. To follow this trend, the current architec-
ture of new generation aircrafts like the A380, 400M or
A350 consists of a high rate backbone network based on
the AFDX (Avionics Full Duplex Switched Ethernet) [1]
to interconnect the critical subsystems. Then, each spe-
cific avionics subsystem could be directly connected to
its associated sensors/actuators network based on low rate
data buses like ARINC429 [2] and CAN [7]. Although
this architecture simplifies the design process and reduces
the time to market, it leads in the same time to inher-
ent weight and integration costs due the important num-
ber of sensors/actuators networks. In addition, this archi-
tecture makes the avionics subsystems closely dependent
on their Inputs/Outputs and no longer interchangeable.

However, for avionics applications, it is essential that the
communication architecture fulfills the emerging require-
ments in terms of modularity and performances to guaran-
tee an easy incremental design process and the possibility
of adding new functions during the aircraft lifetime.

Therefore, a new avionics communication architecture
is proposed in this paper to guarantee these new gener-
ation avionics applications requirements. This proposal
is based on a multi-cluster embedded network where the
critical avionics subsystems still are interconnected via the
backbone network AFDX. However, the sensors and ac-
tuators are grouped to be interconnected via CAN buses,
independently of the associated avionics subsystems. The
obtained clusters will be interconnected via specific gate-
ways to handle the heterogeneity between the AFDX and
CAN buses. This proposed architecture will clearly en-
hance the avionics subsystems modularity, however the
gateways characteristics become one of the major chal-
lenges in the design process of such critical multi-cluster
embedded network. This paper focuses first on the rele-
vant aspects of our proposal and the offered real time guar-
antees required by critical avionics applications. Then,
since an efficient bandwidth consumption is inherently
important to guarantee an easy incremental design pro-
cess, an optimized gateway design with a new frame pack-
ing strategy is proposed and evaluated in our context.

In the area of optimizing the bandwidth consump-
tion over embedded networks, some approaches based on
frame packing have been proposed. Frame packing ap-
proach ([8]) consists in building frames from many el-
ementary data packets that respect the maximal frame’s
size, in order to reduce the overhead compared to includ-
ing one data packet in each frame. For homogeneous em-
bedded networks, [10] presented a specific frame pack-
ing strategy for AFDX applications implemented inside
each AFDX EndSystem. Combined to an optimal routing
algorithm through the network, this approach enhances
the end to end communication delays and the bandwidth
utilization rate on the AFDX. In [8] a similar approach
was proposed for automotive applications and specifically
for CAN equipments to enhance the good throughput on
CAN. In the context of heterogeneous multi-cluster em-
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bedded networks interconnected via gateways, [6] pre-
sented an approach for the design space exploration to find
the optimal software/hardware mapping. This latter satis-
fies the different system constraints and integrates frame
packing inside source nodes. However, the gateway was
considered as a simple frames converter and the issue of
optimizing this interconnection function was not tackled.
In this specific topic, [9] deals with this problem for in-
dustrial applications to enhance the CAN scalability using
Ethernet bridging. Frame packing was proposed within
the bridges to reduce the induced overhead from CAN
bus to Ethernet and average communication latencies was
analyzed using simulation. This last approach presents
a similarity with the one proposed in this paper, which
consists on introducing a frame packing strategy within
the interconnection function, but in the specific case of
an heterogeneous avionics network AFDX-CAN. How-
ever, the proposed interconnection equipment is, not as in
[9] a simple bridge which encapsulates CAN frames into
AFDX frames, but a specific gateway on the application
level which deals with the different heterogeneity aspects.
Then, the proposed frame packing strategy is defined and
optimized to satisfy in the worst case the different system
constraints and to reduce the overhead and the bandwidth
consumption.

Hence, our main contributions in this paper are three
fold. First, a gateway design is proposed to handle the het-
erogeneity aspects between the two communication net-
works AFDX and CAN, and to minimize the induced
CANs overhead and bandwidth through the AFDX net-
work thanks to a new frame packing strategy, named Fixed
Waiting Time strategy. Second, in order to deal with
the worst case performance prediction of such proposal,
schedulability analysis is conducted and optimization pro-
cess of the frame packing strategy in case of one CAN
bus and then many CAN buses is proposed. Third, gen-
eral analysis are illustrated in the case of a realistic avion-
ics network to highlight our proposal ability to fulfill the
emerging avionics requirements.

The remaining of the paper is organized in the follow-
ing way. In the next section, the current avionics architec-
ture and the main used networks are described, then the
proposed muti-cluster architecture based on specific gate-
ways is presented. Afterward, the performance analysis of
such proposal is tackled as follows. First, the gateway de-
sign issues are explained in section 3 and mainly the intro-
duced frame packing strategy named Fixed Waiting Time
strategy and the associated Virtual Links allocation. Then,
the optimization process of the gateway strategy to select
the most accurate waiting time that guarantees the mini-
mum induced bandwidth on the AFDX is detailed in sec-
tion 4. Finally, the practical feasibility of our proposal is
illustrated within a realistic application in section 5. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper.

2 Problem statement

In this section, we first present the current avionics ar-
chitecture and its limitations in terms of modularity and
reconfiguration. Then, we introduce and detail the main
issues of an alternative architecture to cope with these lim-
itations.

2.1 Current avionics architecture
As shown in figure 1, the current avionics communi-

cation architecture consists of a backbone network AFDX
to interconnect the avionics endsystems, and some spe-
cific subsystems admit dedicated sensors/actuators net-
work based on CAN or ARINC429 buses. This architec-
ture could be no longer effective in meeting the emerging
avionics requirements in terms of modularity and recon-
figurability. In fact, the subsystems are no longer inter-
changeable because they completely depend on their ded-
icated sensors/actuators network. In addition, any intro-
duced modification on this latter will require the reconfig-
uration of the associated subsystem.

Figure 1. Current avionics architecture

AFDX The AFDX [1] network is based on Full Duplex
Switched Ethernet protocol at 100Mbps, successfully in-
tegrated into new generation civil aircraft like the Airbus
A380. This technology succeeds to support the important
amount of exchanged data thanks to policing mechanisms
added in switches and the Virtual Link (VL) concept. This
latter gives a way to reserve a guaranteed bandwidth to
each traffic flow. The VL represents a multicast commu-
nication which originates at a single End System and de-
livers packets to a fixed set of End Systems. Each VL is
characterized by: (i) BAG (Bandwidth Allocation Gap),
ranging in powers of 2 from 1 to 128 milliseconds, which
represents the minimal inter-arrival time between two con-
secutive frames; (ii) MFS (Maximal frame size), ranging
from 64 to 1518 bytes, which represents the size of the
largest frame that can be sent during each BAG.

CAN The CAN bus [7] is a 1 Mbps data bus that oper-
ates according to an event-triggered paradigm where mes-
sages are transmitted using a priority-based access mech-
anism. There are two protocol formats: CAN 2.0 A (stan-
dard version) and CAN 2.0 B (extended version). The



former is considered herein for our case study. CAN bus
works using a producer/consumer communication scheme
based on unique identifier per message type. The CAN
messages are broadcasted on the bus, then each CAN
equipment will filter the consumed data based on the CAN
identifier. The collisions on the bus are resolved follow-
ing a CSMA/CR protocol (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/
Collision Resolution) thanks to the bit arbitration method.
The CAN frame consists of a payload up to 8 bytes and
an overhead of 6 bytes due to the different headers and bit
stuffing mechanism.

2.2 Proposed avionics architecture

Figure 2. Proposed avionics architecture

In order to enhance the modularity of avionics network
our proposal consists on keeping the AFDX network as
a backbone network to interconnect the critical avionics
systems, and to dissociate the sensors and actuators from
their attached endsystems. As described in figure 2, we or-
ganize sensors and actuators in one or multiple peripheral
networks based on a specific criterion, such as geograph-
ical proximity. In order to avoid the possible contentions
between the flows coming from AFDX to CAN and from
CAN to AFDX that can lead to performance degradation,
the peripheral subnetworks are specific either for sensors
or for actuators. The obtained clusters are interconnected
via specific gateways functions. Compared to the current
architecture, this alternative makes the endsystems inter-
changeable and enhances the reconfiguration process. In
fact, in this case, the gateway becomes the only node that
needs to be reconfigured in case of sensors or actuators
modification. The work presented in this paper is mainly
focused on the communications between the CAN sensors
network and AFDX and excludes the communication be-
tween AFDX and CAN actuators.

The main heterogeneity parameters for the proposed
avionics communication architecture concern the commu-
nication paradigms and the protocols characteristics dis-
similarities between CAN and AFDX. The main arising
issues to define and integrate these specific interconnec-
tion equipment are three fold.

Gateway Design The key function of this specific
equipment is to keep the communication transparency be-
tween an AFDX calculator and a CAN sensor or actuator
to avoid the alteration of existent hardware in these equip-
ments. Hence, for an AFDX calculator the source or the
destination of the transmitted Virtual Link is the intercon-
nection equipment, while for a CAN sensor or actuator the

transmitted data is consumed or generated by the inter-
connection equipment. Consequently, the conversion of
CAN frames on AFDX frames is exclusively performed
in the interconnection equipment which guarantees the re-
quired communication transparency and spares the end to
end communication semantics definition between AFDX
and CAN nodes. Hence, an interconnection function on
the application level seems the most suitable solution to
handle the end to end communication semantics problem
from CAN sensors to AFDX calculators and it is defined
as a gateway. Two main parameters arisen during the de-
sign of these CAN to AFDX gateways.

• Gateway Strategy and addressing scheme: we need
to define an accurate method to map CAN frames to
AFDX VLs. A first basic strategy consists in asso-
ciating for each CAN frame one AFDX VL thanks
to a static mapping table. This latter method will be
shown to be non optimal in terms of reserved band-
with on AFDX.

• Data formatting: the gateway strategy implementa-
tion requires an appropriate data formatting in order
to send one or many CAN frames on the same AFDX
VL. The choice of this structure should take into ac-
count the AFDX standard and reduce as much as
possible the induced overhead to guarantee the band-
width consumption efficiency on the AFDX.

Schedulability Analysis For avionics embedded appli-
cations, it is essential that the communication network ful-
fills certification requirements, e.g. predictable behavior
under hard real time constraints and temporal deadlines
guarantees. The use of gateways may increase the com-
munication latencies and real time constraints have to be
verified. In order to deal with the worst case performance
analysis of such network, an appropriate schedulability
analysis has to be considered.

Optimization Process As it can be noticed, the sen-
sors to calculators communication performances depend
mainly on the gateway parameters. In order to increase
the efficiency of bandwidth consumption on the AFDX
and enhance margins for future avionics functions addi-
tion, an optimization process of the gateway strategy is
required. This process will define the most accurate wait-
ing time necessary for packing frames, which respects the
different system constraints (hardware and temporal) and
minimizes the induced overhead and bandwidth utiliza-
tion rate.

3 Fixed Waiting Time strategy

In this section, the main gateway’s design challenges
are detailed. First, a new frame packing strategy is pro-
posed to minimise the induced CAN bandwidth through
the AFDX. Then schedulability analysis and VLs alloca-
tion process are presented.



3.1 Gateway strategy
A first basic strategy for the gateway, called (1:1) strat-

egy, is possible where one CAN frame is converted to one
AFDX frame. As described in figure 3, it proceeds as fol-
lows: first, each received CAN frame on the CAN inter-
face is decapsulated to extract the payload. Then, thanks
to the static mapping table, the associated Virtual Link is
identified and the obtained AFDX frame is sent through
the AFDX interface. The delay in the gateway in this case
corresponds simply to a technological latency denoted by
ε. This strategy is simple to implement, but associating a
dedicated AFDX frame of 64 bytes for each payload less
or equal to 8 bytes implies a very bad bandwidth manage-
ment on AFDX. For a CAN rate of 1 Mbps, we get almost
4Mbps on AFDX which is significant when considering
several CAN buses. Thus, this solution is not optimized
to have an efficient bandwidth consumption on the AFDX.
This strategy will be considered through the paper as a
reference point to conduct comparative analysis with our
proposed strategy.

Figure 3. (1:1) gateway strategy

In order to reduce the induced bandwidth rate from
the gateway to the AFDX, a new frame packing strategy
is proposed, named Fixed Waiting Time (FWT) strategy.
This strategy is based on a waiting timer, as shown in fig-
ure 4. This timer allows the cumulation of many CAN
messages at the gateway’s CAN interface. Then, when
the timer expires, the gathered data will be sent in the
same AFDX frame. Hence, the static mapping is no longer
based on associating one Virtual Link for each CAN mes-
sage but one Virtual Link to multiple CAN messages. This
strategy will reduce the induced overhead which will be
directly reflected on the induced bandwidth rate. The im-
plementation of this new strategy arises some interesting
questions about the AFDX frame structure and the ad-
dressing to reduce the overhead and to guarantee the deliv-
erance correctness of messages to their destinations. Fur-
thermore, this strategy requires an accurate VLs allocation
scheme to minimize the reserved bandwidth on the AFDX
backbone.

Figure 4. Fixed Waiting Time strategy

3.2 Data Formatting
In order to define the most accurate AFDX frame struc-

ture for each considered gateway strategy, we consider the
concept of Functional Data set (FDS), introduced in the
standard ARINC664 [1]. It allows grouping multiple data
messages in the same AFDX frame and consists of two
fields: (i) Data Sets (DS) that can contain several data
primitives; (ii) Functional Status Set (FSS) which is a 4
Bytes field to encode the correctness and the status of at
maximum 4 Data Sets. Further, the standard ARINC664
defines two types of frame structuring based on the FDS
concept:

• Implicit structure: The frame has a fixed size and a
predefined number of data fields with a specific size
and order. Padding is used to keep the same structure
of AFDX frame between successive transmissions.

• Explicit structure: The frame includes one label per
data type for identification where the number and or-
der of data messages can vary, with respect of the
maximum frame size.

It is worth to note that the implicit structure reduces the
AFDX overhead but in the same time it requires a good
knowledge of data packets included in each AFDX frame.
Therefore, this structure should be used under (1:1) strat-
egy since there is exactly one CAN data in each AFDX
frame. However, under the FWT strategy the choice is
less obvious since we don’t know exactly the packed data
in each AFDX frame. To cope with this problem, we con-
sider the worst case scenario of data packing during the
introduced waiting time to define the maximum AFDX
frame size. This latter will fit all possible scenarios of data
packing. Therefore, the explicit structure will be more ap-
propriate in this case to optimize the overhead and to sup-
port a variable number of packed data.

3.3 Schedulability analysis and VLs Allocation
In order to conduct the schedulability analysis for the

proposed avionics communication architecture, the main
metric that has been chosen is the worst case end to end
delay that will be compared to the temporal deadline of
each message. Let’s consider {SCi}i∈{1..n} the set of
CAN sensors buses and Mi = {mi

j}j∈{1..k} the set of
messages sent on each bus SCi. For each message mi

j , we
define four characteristics {T i

j , L
i
j , D

i
j, E

i
j} which repre-

sent respectively the period, maximal length, deadline and
the set of AFDX destinations. The end to end delay of a
given message mi

j sent from the CAN sensor SCi to an
AFDX calculator via the gateway can be defined as fol-
lows (figure 5) :

EED(mi
j) = dCAN (mi

j) + dGTW (mi
j) + dAFDX(mi

j) (1)

where,



Figure 5. End to end delay definition

• dCAN(mi
j) is a bound on the maximal response time

of a CAN frame. In our case, the CAN bus is mod-
eled as a rate monotonic scheduler and the tool Ched-
dar [4] is used to compute this bound.

• dGTW (mi
j) is the duration the message might be de-

layed in the gateway and is equal to the payload ex-
traction and mapping latency which depends on the
gateway strategy.

• dAFDX(mi
j) is a bound on the maximal delay sub-

mitted by the AFDX frame including mi
j . Schedu-

lability analysis for AFDX network, based on Net-
work Calculus formalism, has been introduced in re-
cent work [5]. The tool WoPANets [3] will be used
throughout this paper to analyze this delay bound.

The schedulability condition of the considered set of
messages can be written as follows:

∀i, ∀j, EED(mi
j) ≤ Di

j (2)

As it can be noticed from (1), the end to end delays de-
pend on the gateway strategy which will impact the gate-
way delay but also the AFDX delay. Actually, for the con-
sidered gateway strategy, the VLs allocated to send CAN
data on the AFDX should be clearly defined. These out-
put VLs sent from the gateway to the AFDX network will
be in contention with the existent set of AFDX VLs. This
contention could impact the messages’ schedulability and
has to be considered for the performance analysis. The
VLs allocation induced by the gateway depends mainly
on the waiting time inside the gateway and on the charac-
teristics of CAN sensors messages.

For each bus SCi, we assign a waiting time ∆i to its
associated gateway; and we denote by Vi the set of VLs
allocated to the output traffic from this gateway to the
AFDX. The characteristics of Vi are defined as follows:

BAG Since each allocated VL to the gateway should be
able to transmit the most urgent message coming from the
associated CAN bus to the AFDX, we define the BAG as
the closest value in power of 2 to the smallest period of
the messages set Mi:

BAGi = 2ki , ki =

⌊
log(minmi

j∈Mi
T i
j )

log(2)

⌋
(3)

MFS the largest AFDX frame generated by the gateway
depends on the waiting time ∆i. According to the explicit

structure detailed in the previous section, a bound on the
maximal frame size (in bytes) is as follows:

MFSi = max
(
84, min(Si,∆i ∗ 106

14
)+67+Nlb(∆i)

)
(4)

where,

• Si is the sum of payloads corresponding to the mes-
sages set Mi;

• ∆i ∗ 106

14
is the maximal payload (in bytes) received

from CAN to the gateway during ∆i;

• 67 + Nlb(∆i) is the induced overhead imposed by
the AFDX explicit structure where Nlb(∆i) is the
maximal number of CAN messages received in the
gateway during ∆i. Padding is used to guarantee a
minimum AFDX frame size of 84 bytes (IFG (Inter
Frame Gap) included).

VLs number in the worst case, the gateway will send as
much VLs as the occurrences of the waiting time ∆ i dur-
ing the smallest period of the messages set Mi. Hence, the
number of required VLs to handle CAN traffic sent from
the gateway to the AFDX is:

Nvls(∆i) =

⌈
minmi

j∈Mi
T i
j

∆i

⌉
(5)

Destinations the set of AFDX destinations for each allo-
cated VL is ESi = ∪mi

j∈Mi
Ei

j . Since any VL can in-
clude any type of CAN data, it could be then received by
any AFDX endsystem that initially consumes at least one
of these data.

Giving the waiting time ∆i and its AFDX VLs char-
acteristics, the gateway strategy is well defined and can
be easily implemented. It is worth to note that the gate-
way’s strategy mainly depends on its input CAN traffic.
Therefore, any modification on this latter requires the re-
configuration of the gateway by defining the appropriate
waiting time and its allocated VLs.

4 Optimization Process

The aim of this part is to find the most accurate waiting
time duration for the FWT strategy to enhance the effi-
ciency of the bandwidth consumption on the AFDX. The
problem is formalized as an optimization problem which
takes into account the different system constraints; and
has as objective to minimize the induced gateway band-
width through the AFDX network. This problem is de-
fined for one CAN bus and then generalized to the case of
many CAN buses.

The optimization problem associated to the FWT strat-
egy in case of one CAN bus is formulated as in (6). The
objective functionR(∆i) to minimize is the induced gate-
way bandwidth through the AFDX backbone.

The first and second constraints correspond to the
schedulability condition for the CAN messages setMi and



Figure 6. Impact of Waiting Time in induced Gate-
way bandwidth through the AFDX

existent AFDX frames FA, respectively. The third con-
straint represents the non overflow of the gateway’s mem-
ory, where Wi is the associated maximum size. The delay
inside the gateway is equal to the sum of the technological
latency εi and the waiting time for frame packing ∆ i.

minimize
∆i

R(∆i)

subject to ∀mi
j ∈ Mi, EED(mi

j) ≤ Di
j

∀ fk ∈ FA, dAFDX(fk) ≤ Deadlinek

∀i, 106 ∗∆i ≤ Wi

dGTW (mi
j) = ∆i + εi (6)

The main difficult point to resolve this optimization
problem lies on the fact that the AFDX delays could not
be written as a closed form function of ∆i. Hence, to
cope with this limitation, the impact of the waiting time
in the induced gateway bandwidth through the AFDX has
been considered. The main idea here is to choose the most
accurate waiting time duration that gives the minimum in-
duced bandwidth. Knowing the characteristics of the allo-
cated VLs associated to each waiting time ∆i, the expres-
sion of R(∆i) is as follows:

R(∆i) = Nvls(∆i) ∗ MFSi

BAGi
(7)

Figure 6 shows an example of the function R(∆ i) for
CAN sensors traffic described in table 2. The induced
gateway bandwidth obtained with the basic gateway strat-
egy, denoted by (1:1) on the figure 6, is considered as
a reference to compare the two strategies performances.
This latter corresponds to the sum of allocated VLs rates
obtained when sending each CAN data in a separate VL
and it is as follows:

R(1:1) =
∑

mi
jεMi

84 ∗ 8
T i
j

(8)

As shown in figure 6, the FWT strategy offers a bet-
ter bandwidth consumption compared to the basic strategy

(1:1) for a waiting time greater than 0, 8ms. Moreover, as
it can be noticed, there are many local minima of the in-
duced gateway bandwidth, corresponding to waiting time
durations equal to integer divisors of BAGi. The wait-
ing time durations list corresponding to these minima is
considered and sorted in a decreasing order as follows:

{∆1
i =

T i
min

2
,∆2

i =
T i
min

3
, ...,∆Ki

i =
T i
min

Ki + 1
} (9)

where Ki is the maximum integer giving a better band-
width consumption than the strategy (1:1). In figure 6,
Ki = 4 .

According to the plotted curve, the induced bandwidth
rate decreases when the waiting time increases. However,
we could not simply consider the biggest waiting time du-
ration because there is no guarantee on the schedulability
and memory constraints feasibility. Hence, the idea is to
explore this defined waiting time set and to verify for each
iteration the temporal and memory constraints. If these
constraints are verified, the exploration is stopped and the
selected value is kept as the optimal value of the wait-
ing time inside the gateway, which minimizes the induced
bandwidth rate and respects all the system constraints.

The optimization for multiple CAN buses cannot sim-
ply be done by optimizing the gateway strategy for each
CAN sensors bus. In fact, these buses are in direct con-
tention on AFDX which leads to an interdependency be-
tween delay bounds of data sent from the gateways to the
AFDX. Hence, an appropriate approach is introduced to
find the optimal solution that minimizes the bandwidth
consumption for the global network.

Let’s consider (∆p1

1 ,∆p2

2 , ...,∆pn
n ) the configuration of

a set of gateway connecting n CAN buses, where ∆pi

i is
the selected waiting time for CAN bus SCi among the
different possible values presented in the list (9). In order
to find the best configuration, the following algorithm is
introduced:

(1) For each gateway associated to CAN sensors bus
SCi, compute the list of waiting times to explore

{∆1
i =

T i
min

2 ,∆2
i =

T i
min

3 , ...,∆Ki

i =
T i
min

Ki+1}.

(2) Then, construct the list
S = {(∆1

1,∆
1
2, ...,∆

1
n), ..., (∆

K1
1 ,∆K2

2 , ...,∆Kn
n )}

of all possible configurations and sort them in the in-
creasing order based on the induced bandwidth rate

(3) Set the current configuration to the next element
of the list S. For the first iteration, we take
(∆1

1,∆
1
2, ...,∆

1
n)

(4) Check the schedulability of the current configuration:

a : Feasible: SUCCESS

b : Non feasible: go to step (3)



5 Performance Analysis

In this section, we present schedulability analyses for
our case study under (1:1) and FWT gateway strategies.
Then, we optimize the induced gateway bandwidth on the
AFDX through different CAN loads scenarios.

5.1 Case study
Our case study is a representative avionics communica-

tion architecture where the traffic circulating on the Back-
bone network AFDX is described in table 1. As it can be
noticed, there are 450 VLs with BAGs in {4, 16, 32}ms
and MFSs in {16, 226, 482} bytes. This table represents
the VLs distribution according to BAGs and frame lengths
values. First, only one CAN sensors bus is integrated
to show the impact of the FWT gateway strategy on the
communication performances in terms of bandwidth and
schedulability. Then, many CAN sensors buses are con-
sidered with different loads to show the efficiency of the
introduced FWT strategy.

Table 1. AFDX flows description
BAG(ms) Number of VLs MFS (bytes) Number of VLs

4 62 16 386
16 100 226 56
32 288 482 8

5.2 Schedulability analysis
A first example is considered where one CAN bus is in-

terconnected to AFDX backbone via the specific gateway
implementing the FWT strategy. This CAN bus supports
the transmission of sensors messages described in table
2. There is 25 data messages to send from sensors to the
gateway node, to be then transmitted to a predefined set of
AFDX End Systems.

Table 2. sensors traffic description
Messages Number Payload(bytes) Period(ms)

m1 3 8 4
m2 2 8 8
m3 16 2 16
m4 4 2 32

In table 3, are reported the induced VLs number and
bandwidth rate under a FWT strategy with different wait-
ing times varying from 1ms to 3ms. These values have
been chosen less than the smallest period of the set of
sensors data messages T1 = 4ms, otherwise the config-
uration is obviously not feasible. The (1:1) strategy is
used as a reference to show the possible performance en-
hancements with the proposed FWT strategy. As it can be
noticed, the basic strategy leads to a significant number
of VLs on the AFDX network with an inherent induced
bandwidth rate. This is essentially due to the overhead
when sending each sensor message (less than 8 bytes) in
one AFDX frame ( at least 64 Bytes). On the other hand,
the FWT strategy offers a noticeable amelioration on the
number of allocated VLs in the gateway, but also on the

induced bandwidth rate on the AFDX where a reduction
of 50% is obtained with ∆2 and ∆3.

These results show a decreasing induced bandwidth
rate when the waiting time is increasing. However, from
a given value, in this case ∆3 = 2ms, there is a stability
on the obtained rate even if the waiting time increases. It
is worth to note that a non optimal choice of waiting time
can lead to a poor bandwidth utilization rate as the case
with ∆1 = 1ms. In fact, this value reduces the number
of allocated VLs, but the induced rate still is high com-
pared to the basic strategy. This is mainly due to the over-
dimensioning of the allocated BAG and MFS for each VL.
For ∆2 and ∆3, there is an important gain of the band-
width consumption compared to the basic strategy and this
is mainly due to the reduced number of allocated VLs.

Table 3. Induced VLs characteristics

Strategy BAG (ms) MFS (bytes) VLs number rate (Mbps)
(1:1) 4 84 25 1.4

∆1 = 1ms 4 167 4 1.3
∆2 = 2ms 4 172 2 0.69
∆3 = 3ms 4 172 2 0.69

The end to end delay bounds are calculated for each
message and then compared to their respective deadlines
to analyze the schedulability condition. The obtained de-
lay bounds under the (1:1) basic strategy and the FWT
strategy with the considered waiting times are described
in tables 4 and 5, respectively. The technical latency in
the gateway node is assumed equal to ε = 0.05ms.

Table 4. Delay bounds under (1:1) strategy
Msgs dAFDX (ms) dCAN (ms) T (ms) d1:1

eed(ms)
m1 1.12 0.54 4 1.71
m2 1 0.81 8 1.86
m3 1.1 1.95 16 3.1
m4 1.4 2.23 32 3.68

Table 5. Delay bounds under ∆1, ∆2 and ∆3

Msgs T (ms) d
∆1
eed(ms) d

∆2
eed(ms) d

∆3
eed(ms)

m1 4 3.3 3.8 5
m2 8 2.8 3.7 4.7
m3 16 4.5 5.1 6.3
m4 32 5.1 5.9 7

As it can be noticed from table 4, the messages config-
uration is schedulable under the (1:1) strategy since all the
messages delays respect their associated deadlines. Under
FWT strategy, as reported in table 5, ∆1 and ∆2 lead to
a schedulable configurations. However, when ∆ increases
the schedulability condition is compromised as it can be
seen with ∆3. Hence, increasing the waiting time inside
the gateway is not always the best solution to enhance the
performances with satisfying the temporal constraints.

5.3 Optimization Results
We consider the general case of many CAN sensors

buses connected to AFDX backbone. We keep the 450



AFDX flows of table 1 and we vary CAN buses loads. To
simplify the analysis, for each scenario, sensors messages
are generated with the following characteristics: periods
randomly chosen in {2k, kε{2, 3, ..., 7}}, sizes randomly
chosen between 1 and 8 bytes and destinations number
chosen randomly between 2 and 5. The selected scenarios
respect the necessary condition of scheduling feasibility
on CAN buses. We first consider the case of one CAN
bus, then the case of 4 CAN buses in order to analyze the
efficiency of FWT strategy under high loads. The optimal
FWT waiting time is computed for each scenario using the
algorithm introduced in section 4.

Figure 7. Impact of one CAN load in the induced
bandwidth on the AFDX

Figure 8. Impact of 4 CAN loads in the induced
bandwidth on the AFDX

Obtained results are presented in figures 7 and 8. As
it can be noticed, FWT strategy leads to more efficient
bandwidth consumption than the basic strategy under high
loads, where a reduction of 55% is achieved for an average
CAN load of 68%. This is mainly due to the overhead re-
duction thanks to this optimized strategy. However, under
low loads, the over-dimensioning of allocated VLs under
FWT strategy compared to (1:1) strategy can lead to the
same bandwidth utilization. The same observation still
is true with 4 CAN buses. However, the maximal CAN
load leading to a feasible scenario is about 40% and this is
mainly due to the important contention between different
CAN buses.

Hence, the proposed FWT strategy within the gate-
way can inherently reduce the induced bandwidth on the
AFDX compared to the (1:1) strategy, especially under
high load scenarios.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

A multi-cluster avionics architecture is presented in
this paper to enhance the modularity and the performances
for new generation aircrafts. Since an efficient bandwidth
consumption is inherently important to guarantee an easy
incremental design process, an optimized gateway design
with a new frame packing strategy, named Fixed Waiting
Time strategy is proposed. The obtained results through
our case study show the efficiency of this proposal to en-
hance the system’s performances and to satisfy the differ-
ent system constraints.

The next step will be to minimize the over-
dimensioning of the VLs allocation induced by this ap-
proach to obtain further enhancements.
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